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ABSTRACT

The joint modelling including non-linear effects needs accurate and precise study of their

behaviors. When joints are under the dynamic loading, micro, macro- slip happens in contact

surface which is non-linear reason of the joint contact surface. The non-linear effects of joint

contact surface on total behavior of structure are measured by various criterions such as

frequency response diagram and hysteresis loop. The objective of this research is first

studying a two freedom degree system including non-linear component of hysterical valance

to show its non-linear effects on structure behavior. Later, a non-linear contact model called

beam-like component was simulated by ANSYS software was used amplitude to simulate

joints contact surface of cantilever beam. Being linear or non-linear of this model was proved

by various criterions such as frequency response diagram, hysteresis loop, and energy

dissipation diagram with excitation force. The results show acceptable accuracy and

modelling precision.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most fabricated engineering structures have been made by different joints pieces such as bolts

and cap screws, riveter, welding, glue, cantilever, etc. the structure stiffness and also natural

frequencies, damping, and non-linear behaviors are significantly dependent on nature and

joints points. Particularly, in metal structures, the occurred damping by joints is relatively

more than materials damping [1].  The factors such as preload force, external force, energy

dissipation, micro-slip range, and stick-slip must be certainly mentioned. Each mentioned

factors influence joints behavior in a particular way. Joints has vital role to examine accurate

dynamic behavior of a structure including joints, because these types of joints are with

frequencies damping and energy dissipation. These pieces may be turbine blades, space

missions, or military installations. These structures are influenced by dynamic loads and high

frequencies and greatly influence on joints, and may make joints behaviors non-linear [2].

These non-linear behaviors are in micro-slip in one joint. It means they slip in some pint of

interface. Various models including dry friction models, semi-hysteric models, and hysteric

models are used for dynamic modelling of these micro-slips. The objective of this research is

providing a model to be able of accurate modelling of these linear and non-linear effects and

micro-slips and stick-slips. Since some joint containing and sophisticated pieces have no

condition of experiment or high cost experiments, a simulated software model for a real joint

is necessary whose behavior is near to a real joint. Many studies were conducted by Ferri

about joints modelling in 1995 by resulted damping from friction [3].Berger (2002) modelled

friction for system dynamic solution. [4] Ibrahim and Pettite (2005) worked on bolts and other

joints dynamically [5]. Various models have been suggested to detect the joint interface

mechanisms in past years. Amongst, the micro-slip models are well-known that let partial slip

in some points of interface. Iwan model [6] is usually used for micro-slip modelling and is

made from parallel springs in series with Colomb friction components. This model is known

as an excellent plastic-elastic model.  There are some other models suggesting stick-slip to

micro-slip and macro-slip stares. The Valance model [7, 8, 9, 10], LuGre model [11], Dahl

model [12], Bouce-Wen model [13], and Leuven model [14, 15] are samples of this modelling.

Mayer ad Gual (2005) worked on bolt joints non-linear modelling using finite-element
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software that simulates joint to a thin non-linear later. [16] Jalali et al. (2011) detected and

modelled non-linear joints parameters using thin layer model [17].

Non-Linear Freedom Degree Two Model

Freedom degree two system was analyzed ad modelled in this part. Therefore, a freedom

degree 2 system with joints was analyzed that this joint was modelled with a non-linear

component. The freedom degree 2 schematic is shown in figure (1) which is used in

numerical example. This system includes a loaded non-linear component by a harmonic

excitation.

Fig.1. Non-linear freedom degree 2 system

Consider a non-linear freedom degree 2 system with forced excitation of figure (1) that is

connected to non-linear component with mass 2m with 2 linear springs of 1 2,k k and

masses 1 2,m m . The oscillation movement equation corresponding to this system is as

following:

(1)1 2 2
1 1 1

2 2 22 2

0 ( ) ( ) 0
cos(cot)

0 ( ) ( ) 0NL

k k km x t x t f

fm x t x tk k

                                 




   1 2,x t x t  are first and second derivatives of system response to time, respectively. NLf is

non-linear force imposed to mass 2m . In order to solve a non-linear system, first it should

change into a linear system and then the mentioned response in extracted. The theoretical

solution is not recommended for non-linear systems for its length and sophistication of

non-linear oscillation systems. The numerical methods are used to solve the non-linear

systems. If  K is stiffness matrix,  M is mass matrix, and  ,L NLF is linear and non-linear

force vector of the above system, the equation (1) can be written as:
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)2(           ,L NLM x t K x t F 

Equation (2) is freedom degree 2. In order to solve this equation, it should change into

freedom degree 1 equation;

)3(       A q B q F 

In which, matrices A, B, and F are as following;
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   ,q q are vectors are velocity and movement vectors of new coordinates that include

velocity, movement, acceleration, and velocity of the previous coordinates, respectively; and

is unit matrix:
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According to equation (3), it is obtained:

)6(           1
q t A F B q t

 

The system response is obtained by solving equation (6) by Runge-Kutta method.

Numerical Example

Figure (1) shows s freedom degree 2 system with noon-linear component. The non-linear

component follows equation (7):

)7(
3 2 1 2( ) ( )NL Vf k x t c x t F   

The Valance model has been used for non-linear component modelling whose restoring

force, VF is as equation (8):
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That x is relative displacement and v is relative velocity ad the first derivatives than time.
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sgn( )v Function is sign function and is defined as | |

v

v , when v   . The dimensionless

parameter  is define as equation (9):

)9(

(1 )t

e
e

k
e












e , te , and   are Valance model stiffness parameters that control hysteresis shape and size.

The dimensionless parameter K shows adhesiveness transfer to slip way. The value 0.99

shows quick transfer from adhesiveness to slop state and less than 0.99 shows soft transfer.

System response according to figure (2) is shown for excitation amplitude and frequency of

8.5 / ,F 60rad s N   by solving equation (1).
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Fig.2. System response for excitation amplitude and frequency of 8.5 / ,F 60rad s N  

In order to calculate system frequency response, first system response is calculated according

to previous part for a certain frequency range, then the maximum amplitudes of these

replacements than frequency range are drawn.

)10(( ) ( ) , 1,2i i iX t X t i   

X is response amplitude and is phase difference between response signals and excitation

force. The frequency responses are determined using equation (11) by having system
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harmonic responses:

)11(
1( ) 1, 2iji

i

X
e i

F
   

Figure (3) shows linear and non-linear frequency responses diagram for different excitation

force amplitudes around the first frequency. As it is clear from figure, it is shown how

non-linear component changed system behavior. The softening phenomenon happens in this

state and curve converted to left side for non-linear Valance component, and frequency

response tended to down side for damping in frequency response diagram system.
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Fig.3. Linear frequency response diagrams with (-)10 excitation force amplitude, (*)20

non-linear with excitation force amplitude, ( ) 40 excitation force amplitude, and (o) 60

excitation force amplitude

The hysteresis loop of Valance model is shown in figure (4). The internal area of hysteresis

loop shows energy dissipation and also adhesiveness-slop area of contact surface.
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Fig.4. The hysteresis loop of Valance model with 40 excitation force amplitude and 9 rad/s

excitation frequency

The Beam-Like Component model for Contact Surface

In this research, dynamic behavior modelling of joints contact surface is studied in a structure.

This joints may be bolt or other connections. The used method in this chapter is simulation

joint contact surface behavior. Thee contact surface behavior is simulated using beam-like

component according to figure (5); the modelling was for both linear and non-linear states.

Fig.5. cantilever beam

Linear and Non-Linear Theory for Beam-Like Component

The joint contact surface of this modelling is by beam components (link) in x direction

(tangential) and K components in y direction (normal) at the end of Euler-Bernoulli beam.

Figure (6) show an element of contact surface which is made from beam element with cross

section (A), length (L), Elasticity module (E), and element (K). The NLF element in linear

form follows equation (12):
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)Erreur ! Il n'y a pas de texte répondant

à ce style dans ce document.(

1L sF k y c y  

In which, 1c is linear damping, and sk is element stiffness coefficient.

Fig.6. Contact surface element

If element
NLF is fig (6) is designed in horizontal direction:

Fig.7. The linear spring element with node replacement and positive force distribution [18]

The spring in figure (7) changes form after imposing force.

Fig.8. The changed spring formation

The relation of force of this element form change is as equation (12):

)12(T k

That T is force and is spring replacement:

)12(  2 1x xT k d d 

By adding equilibrium:
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)13( 
1 2,x xf T f T  

By adding damping to figure (8) and passing the mentioned steps, the imposed force for both

nodes will be as following:

)14(      
      

1 2 1 21

2 1 2 12

x x x xx

x x x xx

f k d d c d d

f k d d c d d

   

   

 

 

If equation (15) is stated in matrix form:

)15(










1 11

2 22

x xx

x xx

f k k d c c d

k k c cf d d

                                  





In figure (7) element, x y .

Now, the beam element theory is examined. [18] The relation for replacement strain for

element is as figure (9):

Fig.9. beam element [18]

)16(2 1x x
x

d ddu

dx L



 

According to Hooke's Law for linear element:

(17)

x xE 

The imposed axial force to element is as following;

(18)xT A

It is obtained from relations (16), (17), and (18):
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(19)2 1x xd d
T AE
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After inserting equilibrium:
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x x
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According to relations (15) and (20), the linear element stiffness matrix is extracted as relation

(21):

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

AE AE

L L
k k

K
AE AE

L L
k k

  
 

   
 
 
  

(21)

If system becomes non-linear, the normal direction elements follow the following relation:

(7)2
1 2NL sF k y c y c y   

That 2c is non-linear damping of element.

The beam element doesn’t follow Hooke's Law in non-linear state and can be a non-linear

function of stress than strain:

(8)n
x xk 

The power n is different for each material and is obtained from experiment.

Now, if the previous steps are repeated for non-linear state, they will lead to non-linear

stiffness of contact surface.

The force replacement relations for beam element are stated as following:
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x x x
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(24)

And linear equation (15) changes to non-linear form:
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(25)
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By determining n and K of equation (24), the non-linear stiffness matrix of contact surface is

extracted.

Numerical Example

This model is modelled ANSYS software. The free-cantilever beam is based on figure (5) that

beam is designed using Beam182 element. Each node of this element includes freedom degree

3. The dimensions of this beam are 30, 5, and 35 mm for length, thickness, and width,

respectively. The clamped part is the objective of this study which tends to modeling. In joint

contact surface of an excited structure, the slip and plastic penetration happens which

influence on structure behavior. The slip in tangential direction and another is in vertical

(normal) direction of contact surface. These replacements lead to friction and slip in

tangential direction and plastic penetration is in normal direction in joint interface point.

These replacements and slips can be low and high according to imposed excitation to

structure. The most smoothness surface although has roughness which make friction. If

excitation force amplitude increases, elastic and plastic deformations happen in these

roughness that leads to slip joints in some points of interface and adhesiveness joint in some

other interface points. The elastic-plastic beam element in tangential direction is used to

model these properties and conditions, and non-linear elements were used in normal direction

to model plastic penetration. This type of modelling makes it possible stick-slip, slip areas,

and slop values to be in normal and tangential direction, and and force to be in normal and

tangential directions. The objective of this modelling is to provide accurate and precise joint

point of a real model according to behavior. The beam elements were modelled in tangential

direction and modelled as elastoplastic and shows microscopic and microscopic roughness in

a real model, and the elements in normal direction modelled by non-linear damping spring

shows the plastic penetration of this roughness. The beam element behavior has been

modelled using two-layer stress-strain diagram according to figure (10).
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Fig.10. Two-layer stress-strain diagram

The non-linear element in normal direction of contact surface follows from thee following

relation:

(26)2
1 2NL sF k c v c v  

In which, sk is spring linear stiffness, 1c is linear damping coefficient, 2c is non-linear

damping coefficient, and v is velocity in normal direction of that element.

Simulation the Linear Behavior of Joints Contact Surface by Beam-Like element

In this linear modelling step, the structure is exposed to harmonic excitation with low

amplitude. The non-linear properties in surface are neglected in Ansys software while

harmonic analysis, and the contact surface are totally linear.  Table (1) shows the flexural

natural frequencies and figure (11) shows linear frequency response in logarithmic scale.

Table 1: five natural frequencies of structure first flexure

 5 Hz 4 Hz 3 Hz 2 Hz 1 Hz

2084.61512.8793.59270.4935.519
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Fig.11. The linear frequency response diagram

Simulation the Non-linear Behavior of Joint Contact Surface

As it was mentioned previously, the structure non-linearity depends on the amplitude of

imposed force and pre-load. In this step, the structure is exposed to excitation with more

amplitude force for contact surface to show non-linear effects. The intensity of being

non-linear is determined using frequency response diagram and hysteresis loop of joint

elements.  the non-linearity type can be estimated and the modelling accuracy is examined

using these two diagrams and determines how much they get close to the real structure, then

its damping and non-linear stiffness are identified and calculated. System dynamic response

for 300N excitation amplitude and excitation frequency of 33Hz, linear and non-linear

frequency response with different forces amplitudes were drawn in figure (12) around the first

natural frequency from left to right.
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Fig.12. Left: System dynamic response for 300N excitation amplitude and excitation

frequency of 33Hz, Right: linear and non-linear frequency response with different forces

amplitudes around the first natural frequency (rad/s)

According to the mentioned diagram and deviation toward left, the softening phenomenon is

seen that can be resulted by slip-stop element of beam in tangential direction. The reduction

of amplitude of movement to force ratio shows system damping that this damping is resulted

by beam elements damping and linear and non-linear damper-spring elements. Figure (13)

shows hysteresis loops n tangential and normal direction in 300N excitation amplitude and

excitation frequency of 31Hz from left to right. The internal area of loops shows system

energy dissipation. Hysteresis loop shows tangential direction of slip and adhesion areas that

curves show slip and straight lines shows adhesion.
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Fig.13. Right: hysteresis loop of elements in tangential direction, left: hysteresis loop of
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elements in normal direction

Another specification of accurate modeling of joint is studying energy dissipation diagram

than excitation force amplitude. It is known that energy is dissipated for damping in joint

interface. If the diagram of energy dissipation than excitation force amplitude is drawn in

logarithmic scale, it will observe that this diagram follows a potential law relationship as

nU F in which  is constant number, U is energy dissipation, and F is excitation force

amplitude, results of test show that 2 3n  . This potential law shows damping non-linear

amount in joint interface. If viscose joint damping is without non-linear damping in interface

by very fixed joint, n is 2, and for Colomb damping model or state that joint let friction

movement in interface, the n will be 3. However, for standard and tested joint in non-linear

form, 2 3n  . [19]
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Fig.14. Energy dissipation than simulation force amplitude (O), dissipation energy than the

predicted force amplitude (-)

Diagram (14) shows energy dissipation than simulation force amplitude in comparison to

logarithmic model for beam-like element model. The n value in determined by standardization

of line by optimization method on it. The mentioned diagram is drawn for force

amplitudes  100 150 200 250 300 350F  and excitation frequency of 30Hz. Table (2)

shows the identified , n values.

Table (2): , n values

n

1e-42.4326
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According to the mentioned value, it can be stated about n that the made model is a good and

referable model.

Discussion and Conclusion

This research introduces a model to simulate the contact surface of linear and non-linear joints

in finite elements software. The non-linearity of a model depends on effects such as

micro-slip, macro-slip, etc. the non-linear properties of beam elements in tangential direction

and non-linear elements in normal directions were used to simulate behaviors of these

properties. The effects of micro-slip can be examined on structure behaviors though various

criterions such as frequency response diagram and hysteresis loop. The numerical simulation

of this model and its solutions were done for linear and non-linear states. The softening

phenomenon happens in contact surface in non-linear solution of system for presence of

micro-slop which is seen in non-linear frequency response of system. In addition, the

hysteresis loop of contact surface shows energy dissipation and adhesion in system. This

model introduces slope between 2 and 3 showing the measurement precision.
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